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Testing of Stressed State in the Structure-Base System under
Non-Stationary Dynamic Effects
Vyacheslav K. Musaev
Senior Researcher of Moscow Civil Engineering lnatnute, Moscow,
USSR

SYNOPSIS: Some aspects of practical realization of the finite element method
(FEM) are considered for solving a two-dimensional (plane) dynamic problem of
the theory of elasticity and plasticity. The results of the numerical solution of some problems for dynamic effects are presented. The comparison with
the results of other methods is made.

INTRODUCTION
effect of short-term pulse loads on engineer1ng components and structures may lead to
emergence of internal cracks, spalling phenomena,.
therefore mathematical modelling of these comp.lex processes is an important scientific and
technical problem. The design of the structurebase system is made using numerical modelling
of equations of the dynamic elasticity and
plasticity theory.
Th~

I. SOLUTION OF THE DYNAMIC PROBLEM OF THE
ELASTICITY THEORY
I.I. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND ALGORITHM REALIZATION
To solve a two-dimensional (plane) dynamic problem of the elasticity theory with initial and
boundary conditions we use FEM in displacements.
The problem is solved by the method of heterogeneous algorithm. The main relationships of FEM
are obtained by the principle of possible displacements. Using FEM we get an approximate value of the motion equation in the theory of
elasticity
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- diagonal matrix of inertia;
- matrix of rigidity;

•

- vector of nodal elastic displa~ements;
- vector of nodal elastic displacement speeds;
- vector of nodal elastic accelerations;
- vector of external nodal elastic
forces.

-R

Relationship (I.I) is a system of linear ordinary differential equations of the second order in
displacements with initial conditions. Thus using FEM in displacements the linear problem with
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initial and boundary conditions is reduced to
linear Coshi problem (I.I). By integrating equation (I.I) using the Galerkin version of FEM we
obtain an explicit two-layer linear scheme in
displacements for inner boundary nodal points
~
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·~ =·~ +~t H (-Kcpi.,.. Ri. ), cpi.+1 =cp~ +~tcpi.+h (I. 2)

where 11.-\. - step along the time coordinate.
Using a limit transition it has been shown that
a one-dimensional explicit two-layer finite-element linear scheme in displacements for inner
nodal points on a uniform linear grid is reduced
to the differential equilibrium equation of the
one-dimensional dynamic problem of the elasticity theory in displacements and the two-dimensional explicit two-layer finite-element linear
scheme in displacements for inner nodal points
on uniform triangular and rectangular grids is
reduced to differential equilibrium equations of
the two-dimentional (plane) dynamic load of the
elasticity theory in displacements.
The analytical study of stability of the onedimensional explicit two-layer finite-element
'linear scheme in displacements for inner nodal
points on the uniform linear grid and of the
two-dimensional explicit two-layer finite-element linear scheme in displacements for inner
nodal points on the uniform triangular and rectangular grids has shown that they meet Neuman
condition of stability.
System of equations (1.2) for inner and boundary nodal points obtained as a result of integrating the motion equation of the elasticity
theory should provide a solution converging to
the solution of the original system. The general
theory of discrete equations of mathematical
physics requires superposition of certain conditions on the step retio along the time coordinate and space coordinates, that is

bt = (K·m~n·~£~)1CP (i,=1,2,3, ... ,r), CI.3>
where
11.e - finite element (FE) side length;

Cp

- speed of longitudinal wave propagation;

r

-

total number of FE in the domain
under consideration .
The results of the numerical test have shown
that at K =0. 5 stability of the explicit twolayer finite-elemen t linear scheme is ensured:
For the domain considered consisting of mater~als
with different physical properties a minimum
step along the time coordinate is chosen (!.3).
By means of degenerating a rectangular F~
'With four nodal points into a contour FE w~th
two nodal points (Fig.!.!) and by aligning the
nodes and by turning axis X
at angle d. we obtain elastic contour stress 6'1( in the center of
gravity of the contour FE with two nodal points
6" K E/(2Cl. (1-V 1 )))((u.1-u.,)cosct~<,1-'lr,_)s~nd.), <r. 4)

=(

where

E

y

- modulus of elasticity;
- elastic displacements of nodes
of the contour FE along axes
OX and OY, respectively;
- Poisson coefficient;

a.

- half of the contour FE length.

U,

and

~

On the basis of FEM in displacements the algorithm and the set of programs in FORTRAN for
Unified System computers EC-!040 and EC-!045
have been developed. A quasi-regular approach to
solution of the system of linear ordin~ry ~iffe
rential equations of the second order ~n d~spla
cements with the initial conditions and to approximation of the domain under consideration is
proposed. The method is based on the schemes: a
point, a line, a plane. The proposed approac~
allows to considerably reduce the amount of ~n
put data and the time required for the pro~lem
solution. To approximate along space coord~nates
the triangular FE are used_with three ~oda~ points and linear approximat~on of elast~c d~s
placements , and rectangul~r F~ with four ~odal
points and biline~r approx~mat~~n o~ elast~c
displacement s, wh~le for approx~mat~on along ~
temporary coordina~e th~ linear FE ~re ~sed w~th
two nodal points w~th !~near approx~mat~on of
elastic displacement s. The set of programs allows to approximate the domain under stud~ along
the space coordinates up to 2000 nodal po~nts.
The count of problems is performed in the
on-line memory without exchange with the external memory thereby essentially reducing the
problem solution time.
!.2. SOLUTION OF SOME PROBLEMS
The results of studies for eleven problems are
given. A seismic effect is simulated in the form
of a plane longitudinal elastic wave of the Heavyside function type. Using Duamel integral the
influence of the form of a model seismic effect
on the contour stress value is studied.
I. The problem of the influence of the plane
longitudinal elastic wav~ ~n.the fre~ ~ound opening is considered. The ~n~t~al cond~t~ons are
assumed zero. In the section at distance I.9H
(Fig.I.2) at 0 ~ n ~. IO (n=~/ht.? the elastic
displacement speed ~
var~es !~nearly from 0 to
P=6o/(})Cp) (6 0 :·o.1.MPa.{-1 Kg,P/ctn~),
.
while at
n "> IO U. = P . The round open~ng
contour ABCD is considered to be free from lo,ads
at
~ > 0
. The boundary conditions for EFGH
contour at t.>O U..=1r=C4.=ir=o . The waves reflec-
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ted from EFGh contour do not reach the points
under investigation at 0~ n 4 260 . The calculations were made with the following initial data:
H=0.18tn; tl.t.=O.It07·10"5 S; E=0.36·10"MP a.
(0.3&·1os Kg• I em~); Y =o. 36; p=o.122·10"
(0.122·10"5 Kgf. st/ em"); Cp = 18" 1 m I s .

kSI m 3

The design domain under investi~atio~ has.I536 nodal
points. The problem solut~on t~me w~th 260 steps
in time is !3 minutes (EC-!040). The round opening contour is approximated by 2~ nodal points.
Fig.I.2 shows the change of elast~c contour
stress ~K (6~<.=6K(16ol)
at point I within time
t( ~=(Cpt)/H): ! ( - - ) -the results of the analytical solution (Baron & Matthews !96!; Garnet
& Crouzet-Pasc al !966); 2(-----) -the results
of the numerical solution obtained by FEM in
displacements . The divergence for the maximum
elastic contour stress is 6%. Fig.I.3 s~ows an
experimental effect of 6o1 within time t
.
Fig.I.4 shows the 7hange ~f ~las~ic £Ontour
stress
6K at po~nt I w~ th~n t~me t under effect of 6o1
: !(----) - the experimental results obtained by the method of dynamic photoelasticity (Korotikhin V.P.): 2(-----) -theresults of the numerical solution obtained by FEM
in displacements . The divergence for the maximum
elastic contour stress is 2%.
2. The problem of the plane longitu~ina~ elastic wave effect on a free square open~ng ~s considered. The initial conditions are assumed zero.
In the section at distance I. 9H (Fig. I. 5) a.t 0 ~
~ n ~
IO the elastic desplacement speed U. varies linearly from 0 to P
, while at
n > IO
~ : p
. Square opening contour ABCD is assume~
free from loads at
t >
0. The bounda~y ~ond~
tions for EFGH contour at -t > 0 U. :'lr=u. =1r=O.
The waves reflected from EFGH contour do not
reach the points under investigation at
0 ~ n ~
200. The design domain under consideration has !337 nodal points. The time of the
problem solution with 200 steps is 8 minutes (EC!040).
3. The problem of the plane longitudinal elastic wave effect on the triangular-se ction cutout is considered. The initial conditions are
assumed zero. In the section at distance I.BH
(Fig.I.6) at. 0 ~ n ~ IO the elastic displacement speed U..
va~ies linearly from 0 to
P ,
while at
n > IO U.= P . Cutout contour ABCDEF
(except point B) is considered free from loads
at
t. '> 0. The boundary .col)ditions for contour
FGHA at
-1> > 0
U.. =1r=U..=1r=O. The waves reflected from contour FGHA do not reach the points
under consideration at 0 ~ n ~
200. The design
domain under investigation has !464 nodal points.
The time of the problem solution with 200
steps within time is 9 minutes (EC-!040).
4. The problem of the plane longitudinal wave
effect on the reinforced round opening is considered. The initial conditions are assumed zero.
In the section at distance I.6H (Fig.I.7) at
o ~ n1 ~ IO (n 1 =t I b.t.1) the elastic displacement
speed U.2 varies linearly from 0 to.
P1=6 0 J(.P~Cp2),
whileat n1>IO
U.2:P1.
The internal contour of the reinforced round
opening ABCD is considered free from loads at
~ > 0. At the interface between the reinforce-

ment and EFGH medium the conditions of displacement continuity are assumed. The boundary conditions for contour IJKL at t > 0 U..z. ='lrl = iA..:r.=ir:t.=O.
The waves reflected from contour IJKL do not
reach the points under consideration at 0.$ n~f»ltO.

The calculations were conducted with the
following data: H:O.Z m;

~t.1=0.186·1o·S S;

E 1 :0.12·105 MPa. (0.7Z·106 Kgf/cm2); v4 :o.~;

.p1 =0.275 ·10'~ _Kg/m $ ( o. 215 ·1o-s "'S.j! · s 2 / em'~); Cp1 =s 361tml~;
6-t.z = O.ltOT-10 s ~; E 2 =0.36-10~ MPa. (0.36-105 Kg-1 1cmz );
v2 :o.36;.P.2=0.122·1o" KgJm3 (o.12Z·1o·s Kgf·s 2 /cm~t);
Cp2

= 181t1

m/ s

( ... 1

-reinforcement;

(. •• :z. - medium). The design domain under consi-

deration has I536 nodal points. The time of the
problem solution with 540 steps in time is 26
minutes (EC-I040). The reinforcement internal
contou~ is approximated by 28 nodal points. By
the thlckness the reinforcement is approximated
by two nodal po:hJlts. Fig. I. 7 shows th~ ch_§nge of
contour stress OK at point I in timet1(t.1=
=(Cp,tt.)IH):I(---) - the results of the analytical solution (Garnet & Crouzet-Pascal I966);
2(-----) -the results of the numerical solution
obtained by_FEM in di~placements. The divergence
for the maxlmum elastlc contour stress is I2%.
~· The problem of the plane longitudinal elaS~lc ~ave ef~ect on the reinforced square opennlng lS consldered. The initial conditions are
assumed zero. In the section at distance I.6H
(Fig.I.8) at. 0 ~ n1 ~ ID the elastic displaceP1,
var~es linearly from 0 to
me~t speed U.:t
tl1 > IO U.:t= P . The internal contour
Whlle at.
of the reinforced square opening ABCD· is assumed
fr:ee. from lo~d~ at t. > - 0. The displacement contlnulty condltlons are assumed at the interface
between the reinforcement and medium EFGH. The
t > 0
boundary conditions for contour IJKL at
~z=~:t=~&=~2=0. The waves reflected from contour
IJKL do not reach the points under consideration
at 0 ~ 1'11 ~ 540. The design domain studied has
I33: nod~l points. The time of the problem solutlon Wlth 540 steps in time is 2I minutes
(EC-ID40).
6. The effect of the plane longitudinal elastic wave on the Kurpsaisk Dam with the base is
considered. The initial conditions are assumed
zero. In the section at distance 2.3H lFig.I.9)
~t 0 ~ n. ~ 25 the elastic displacement speeds
vary linearly from 0 to U.. = P si.n ~
U. ar:d '1rwhile at n>25 U.=P$~ncL
and 1r=P coseC, ,
The dam contour HIJABCDE
1r = P COS cL •
and
(except point D) is supposed to be free from
loads at ~ > D. The boundary conditions for
U. = 1,. = 0.
14 :'lr
EFGH contour at t > 0
The waves reflected from contour EFGH do not
reach the points under study at 0 ,< n ~ 2000.
The calculations were conducted with the following initial data: H =115m; t.~ = O.llt2 · 1o·l S;

FGHABC (except point G) is assumed to be free
~ > 0. The boundary conditions
from loads at
for contour CDEF at ~ > 0 U.:1r=U.='ir=o. The waves
reflected from contour CDEF do not reach the
points under investigation at 0 ~ n ~ 470.
The design domain studied has 930 nodal points.
The time of the problem solution with 470 steps
in time is I3 minutes (EC-I040).
8. The problem of the plane longitudinal elastic wave effect on the Koyna Dam with a base is
considered. The initial conditions are assumed
zero. In the section at distance I.5H (H=I03 m)
(Fig. I. II) at .o !- n ~- 2 5 the elastic displacevary linearly from 0
and. 1r
U.
ment. speeqs
to U. P ~" 11 cL and 1r = P CO Sci. while at
and 1r=P'cosot.. The dam
n>25 U. =PS~I1~
contour IJKABCDEF (except point E) is assut.> 0. The bounmed to be free from loads at
t > 0 U.=
darY. c~:mditions for contour EGHI at
=1r=U.=1r=O.The waves reflected from contour FGHI
do not reach the points under study at 0 ~ n ~ 600.
The design domain studied has 522 nodal
points. The time for the problem solution with
600 steps in time is 9 minutes (EC-I040). The
study of the dynamic stressed state has shown
that the results of numerical studies correspond to the character of failures observed in
the Koyna·Dam after an earthquake.
9. The problem of the plane longitudinal
elastic wave effect on the structure-founda tion-base.system (a diesel generating structure
of the Crlmea nuclear power plant) is considered. The initial conditions are assumed zero.
In the section at distance of 2.35H (H=II.5 m)
(Fig.I.I2) at 0 ~ n1 ~ IO the elastic disLi:l. and iri,. vary linearly
placement sp~eds
and 1ri.=P~COSd..(P~=
U.~=P~SL-11"'from 0 to
=:6o/(J>i,.Cpi,_) (~-=2,3)), while at n> IO U.i.=Pi."
The boundary conditions
'lr~ =P~ CO Sci..
·SI.nd.. and
for contour EFGHIJ at -t > 0 u.~ = 1r~ :IA..;.:ir~:O.
The waves reflected from contour EFGHIJ do not
reach the points studied at 0 ~ n 1 ~ 4000. At
the interfa~e of materi~l~ with different physical ~ro~ertles the condltlons of displacement
contlnulty are assumed (ABCLMK - reinforced conc~ete; CD~FIJKML- loam; IFGH- clay). The deSlgn ?omaln under study has 78I nodal points.
The tlme for the problem solution with 4000
steps in time is 48 minutes (EC-I045).
IO. _The problem of the plane longitudinal
elastlc wave effect on the structure-founda tionbase sy~tem (t~e Razdan power plant chimney
stack) lS consldered. The initial conditions are
assumed zero. In the section at distance O.IH
5 the elastic
CJ:I=265 m) (Fig.I.I3) _at 0 ~ n1 ~
dlsplacement apeed ~i. varies linearly from 0

=

=

E =0.36·10'-~MPa. (0.36·105 Kgf/cm2); Y=O.S6;
,p=o.122·1o .. 1<.9/ma (0.122·1o-sKg.f?·S:J/ em .. ); Cp=1841

The design domain under investigation
m I~.
has 9~5 nodal points. The time of the problem
solutlon with 2000 steps in time is 56 minutes
CEC-I040). The Kurpsaisk Dam is approximated
by 224 nodal points.
Fig.I:9 shows varia!ion of contour stress ~K
, obtained using Duamel inat polnt I in time ~
t~gral under the effect of the sinusoid half-perlod type at 'A/H=3 ( )'\ - wave length): IC---) result of the numerical solution obtained by FEM
in displacements· 2(-----) - results of the numerical solution'obtained by mixed FEM (Nemchinov V.V.) The divergence for maximum elastic
contour stress is 5%.
7. The problem of the plane longitudinal elastic wave effect on the Andizhan Dam with a base
is considered. The initial conditions are assumed zero. In the section at distance 2.4H (H=I08
m) (Fig.I.IO).at 0 ~n ~ 20 the elastic displava,ries linearly from 0 to _:t;,
ce~ent speed U.
11 > 2 0 U. = P . The dall' contour
Whlle at
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(~ = 2,3,4,5), while at n1> sU.~=Pi,.The
to P~
boundary conditions for contour AI-AI4 at
U.;.='lrl=IA..~=lr~=O.The waves reflected
-t.> 0
from contour AI-AI4 do not reach the points under
study at 0 ~ 1'11 ~ 4000. At the interfaces of
material~ ~ith diff~rent physical properties
the condltlons of dlsplacement continuity are
assumed_ (ABCDEFGHIJKL (chimney stack with a
foun?atlon) and MNOPSTRQ (vertical screen layer)
- relnforced concrete: DUAIA2A9A8 and AI2A5A6AI3
- loam; A9A2A3AIO and AIIA4A5AI2 - gravel·
-_AIOA3A4AII- clay; AI3A6A7AI4- sand). The des7gn domain studied has 6I5 nodal points. The
tlme for problem solution with 4000 steps in
time is 46 minutes (EC-I045).
II. The problem of the aircraft collision
with the structure-founda tion-base system (the
Arkhangelsk nuclear power plant) under effect of
ooz (H=69.9 m) (Fig.I.I4-I5) is considered. The

initial conditions are assumed zero. The boundary_ copdi tions for contour JKLM at t > 0 U.j.='lr;,.
=U.;..=~;,.:O.The waves reflected from JKLM contour
do not reach the points under study at O~H~~OOO.
At the interfaces of materials with different physical properties the conditions of displacement continuity are assumed (ABCDEFGHINR
and SOPT - reinforced concrete; RNOS - gravel;
MAUQIJKL - clay; TPQU - averaged characteristics of piles and clay). The design domain
studied has !096 nodal points. The time for
the problem solution with 4000 steps in time
is 66 minutes (EC-!045).

=

6K=(6x-6':)cosat.+ (6'y-6;)slnd.,
where

... •n

-cp

'I
~

~

~

=fo, cp
~=o

I

~

=to,

( 2. I )

t=o

-

vector of nodal elastoplastic displacements;
q, - vector of nodal elastoplastic
displacement speeds;
vector of nodal elastoplastic
accelerations;
R
vector of external nodal elastoplas tic forces;
R"
vector of internal plastic forces.
Relationship (2.!) is a system of quasi-linear
ordinary differential equations of the second
order in displacements with initial conditions.
Thus using FEM in displacements and the initial
stress method the non-linear problem with initial and boundary conditions has been reduced to
Koshi quasi-linear problem (2.!). By integrating
equation (2.!) using Galerkin version of FEM we
obtain an explicit two-layer quasi-linear scheme
in displacements for internal and boundary nodal
points --1 - - -.n
«P;.....1=fi.+ ~t. H (-Kcp~ +ki,+RiJ,
(2.2)

where

•- -

---

cp~+1

= cpj.

... ~-t; 'i.+1 .

The system of equations (2.2) for internal and
boundary nodal points obtained as a result of
integration of the motion equation in the plasticity theory must yield a solution converging
to the initial system solution. The general theory of discrete equations in mathematical physics requires for this purpose a superposition of certain conditions on the ratio of
steps along the time coordinate and along the
space coordinates, i.e.
ht.= (K·mi.n~ei.)/cp

<~=1,2,3, ... ,r).

n

n

T

=L. ~6x\.; 6v=L.
\.:1

n

ta.6yi.;

n

(2.4l

~611. and

n

~6y

=

To solve a two-dimensional (plane) dynamic problem of the plasticity theory (Sokolovsky-Malvern-Pegine model) under small elastoplastic deformations the numerical method is used. The
problem linearization is performed by the initial stress method while its discretization - by
FEM. Using FEM we obtain an approximate value of
the motion equation the plasticity theory
-~

6x

T

i.:1

2.!. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND ALGORITHM REALIZATION

Hf+Kt=R+k ,

n

plastic stresses in one step in time;
T - number of steps in time;
6~t= F (U.1-U.&) ; 6'y=F (1r1 -1rz);
F
E I (Za.( 1-V 1 ));
U. and 1r
· elastoplact ic displacements of nodes of the contour FE along axes OX and OY,
respectively.

2. SOLUTION OF THE DYNAMIC PROBLEM OF THE
PLASTICITY THEORY

_..,..

tic 6K in the center of gravity of the contour
FE with two nodal points

( 2. 3)

Using degeneration of a rectangu~ar FE with four
nodal points into a contour FE w1th two nodal
points (Fig.!.!) by alignment of nod~s and by
turning axis X at angle d. we obta1n elastoplas-
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On the basis of FEM in displacements an algorithm and a set of programs in FORTRAN for Unified System computers EC !040 have been developed. A quasi-regular approach has been proposed to solve the system of quasi-linear ordinary differential equations of the second order
in displacements with initial co~ditions and to
approximation of the domain stud1ed.
.
The methods are based on schemes: a po1nt,
a line, a plane. The proposed approac~ allows
to considerably reduce the amount of 1nput data
and time required for the problem solution. To
approximate along space coordinates the traingular FE are used with three nodal points and
linear approximation of elastoplastic displacements, and rectangular FE with four nodal points
and bilinear approximation of elastoplastic displacements, while for approximation along a temporary coordinate the linear FE are used with
two nodal points with linear approximation of
elastoplastic displacements. The set of pr0era~s
allows to approximate the domain under study
along the space coordinates up to 2000 nodal
points. The count of problems is performed in
the on-line memory without exchange with the
external memory thereby essentially reducing
the problem solution time.
2.2. SOLUTION OF SOME PROBLEMS
The results of studies for three problems are
presented. The dynamic effect is simulated in
the form of the plane longtudinal elastoplastic
wave of the Heavyside function type.
I. The problem of the plane longtudinal elastoplactic wave effect on a free round opening
is considered. The initial conditions are assumed zero. In the section at distance I.9H (Fig.
2. I) at 0 ~ n ~ ID the elastoplactic displacement speed U. varies linearly from 0 to P = 6o/
/(J>Cp), 6 0 =.-so MPa. (-soo KSf /c_m 2 ) ,
while
at
n > ID u.= P . The round open1ng contour ABCD
is supposed to be free from loads at t > D. The
boundary conditions for contour EFGH at ~ > 0
U.=~=IA.:~=O.The waves reflected from contour
EFGH do not reach the points under stude at
0 ~ n ~ 260. The calculations were conducted
with the followin~ initial data:
H =0.18m; ~t =0.1'1·10"5 s;
E =0.72·105 MPa.
(0.72·106 K91 /cm 1 ); Y=O.l;,p =o 2TS·10"Kg/ml
(0.275·1o-s K&f·s 1 /em .. ); Cp=5l6~m/s; t<.=So
MPa. ( 500 Kg.jl/ em'-); 'I :500 S - 1
(K - yield
point under pure shear; l
- material ductility). The design domain under study has !536 'nodal
points. The time of the leastoplastic (elastic)
problem solution with 260 steps in time is 29
(!3) minutes. The round opening contour is approximated by 28 nodal points. Fig. 2.I shows

variation of elastoplastic I_(------) (elastic
2 (------)) contour stress 6K at point I intime t/ll.-t.
.
2. The problem of the plane longitudinal elastoplastic wave effect on a free square opening
is considered. The initial conditions are assumed zero. In the section at distance I.9H
(Fig. I. 5) at 0 ~ 11 ~. IO the elastoplast ic
displacement speed ~ varies linearly from 0
to P , while at
11 > IO U.: P . Square opening
contour ABCD is supposed to be free from loads
at ~ > 0. The boundary conditions for contour
EFGH at t > 0 1.1.=1r=ii.=~O.The waves reflected
from contour EFGH do not reach the points under
study at 0 ~ n~ 200. The design domain studied
has I337 nodal points. The time for the elastoplastic (elastic) problem solution with 200
steps in time is I9 (8) minutes.
3. The problem of the plane longitudinal elastoplastic wave effect on the triagular section
cutout is considered. The boundary conditions
are assumed zero. In the section at distance
I.8H (Fig.I.6) at 0 ~ n~ IO the elastoplastic
displacement speed L4. • varies linearly from 0 to
P , while at n > IO ~=P. Cutout contour ABCDEF
(except point B) is supposed to be f~ee from
loads at
t > 0. The boundary ~on9itions for
contour FGHA at t > o
U. =11 =U.=11=0 . The
waves reflected from contour FGHA do not reach
the points studied at 0 ~ n ~ 200. The design
domain under consideration has I464 nodal
points. The time for solving the elastoplastic
(elastic) problem with 200 steps in time is 23
(9) minutes.
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of numerical results shows that F1M
in displacements is successfully used to solve
two-dimensional (plane) dynamic problem of the
elasticity and plasticity theory and becomes
competitive with other numerical methods. The
studies of convergence and stability, of correspondence to some regularities, comparison with
the results of the numerical analytical and experimental methods have shown their good matching thus allowing to infer about physical
trustworthiness of the numerical solution results. The methods, the algorithm,_the set
of programs and results of the problems solved are recommended for use on scientific and
technological organizations dealing with dynamic design of components and structures under
impact, blast and seismic effects.
The author acknowledges Shamsher Prakash's
attention to this paper.
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